Volunteer Opportunities: HMS Database Management Activities

Kassie worked on QRQC and updates for the HMS Florida Arches Database. She collaborated with Adam Cox at Legion GIS to rework and upgrade the FMSF data-update to Arches, upgrade the visualization of land management units on the basemap, and fix bugs and glitches. She also began attending Arches US User Group meetings where Arches users across the United States come together to share instances, upgrades, and ideas which will be helpful for keeping our instance of Arches current and robust. Kassie continues to manage scouts as they sign up and coordinate with regional coordinators on HMS activity.

Kassie also focused on the close-out for the Special Categories Grant this quarter. Kassie worked to finalize grant time, timesheets, expenditures, and equipment logs and organize back-up documentation for submittal with Sarah Miller and our grants supervisor. Kassie also worked with FPAN staff to create a one-page infographic summarizing the results of the Special Categories Grant that could be shared to the public, legislatures, or other interested parties.

Kassie also attended meetings for the new federal grant for work at the GTM Research Reserve and started to create maps and data for the grant. She began to work with data collected at the GTM for curation and distribution. Kassie worked to format online maps for better data collection and georeferenced historic maps for reference.

The infographic that FPAN staff created to summarize the results of the Special Categories Grant.